THE UNDISPUTED LEADER IN PREMIUM FISHING KAYAKS

Wilderness Systems fishing kayaks are the leader in kayak fishing, and introduced the world to now-standard features and platforms, such as SlideTrax™ and stand-and-cast designs. Now with an offering for every kind of angler, Helix propulsion technologies, a remarkable heritage of easy-to-paddle crafts, and the strongest fishing team in the world, Wilderness Systems remains the must-have brand for serious kayak anglers looking to achieve greatness on the water.

The Radar offers paddle, power or pedal capabilities, and features S.M.A.R.T. Hull Technology for ultimate performance in multiple water environments. The Radar boasts state-of-the-art outfitting including SlideTrax™ rails, a multitude of storage opportunities, and the ability to equip Helix MD™ Motor Drive, the Helix PD™ Pedal Drive and multiple electronics options. The ultra-comfortable AirPro MAX™ seat complements the package with optimized positioning for any mode of travel.

I have my Radar 135 rigged specifically for tournament bass fishing. The Helix PD™ plays a vital role in helping me navigate larger bodies of water and in keeping my hands free to fish. I use my Stern Mounting Plate to hold my shallow water anchor system so I can hold my place to fish an area more effectively. My Kayak Krate houses all the lures and terminal tackle I’ll need for the day while my Mesh Storage Sleeve keeps tools right on the back of my seat.

The A.T.A.K. 140 is my go-to kayak while guiding clients, fishing tournaments or embarking on solo missions for striped bass here in New England waters. The Thrive Baitwell is a must-have while using live mackerel as bait. Rod Leashes are important to ensure your rods stay in the kayak in case of rough waters. I always keep a Custom Dry Bag on board with first aid kit. To rig up my various electronics, the Flex Pod OS is hard to beat!

PRO STAFF RIGGING

Shane Williams ― Southeast
Mike Baker ― New England

The A.T.A.K. strikes the balance between speed and stability with its long waterline, walkable surface, and wind-shedding hull. The open deck is optimized for customization and storage including the Flex Pod OS console for electronics integration or motor power with Helix MDTM Motor Drive. Comfort is unsurpassed with AirPro MAX high/low seat and the boat can be upgraded with the AirPro 3D for elevated perch position and casting height.

COLORS:
- Midnight Blue
- Solar Yellow
- Sonar Lime
- Desert Camo

HELIX COMPATIBILITY:
- Helix PD™ Pedal Drive

SIZES:
- Radar 115
- Radar 135

COLORS:
- Midnight Blue
- Solar Yellow
- Sonar Lime
- Desert Camo

HELIX COMPATIBILITY:
- Helix MD™ Motor Drive

SIZES:
- A.T.A.K. 120
- A.T.A.K. 140
AirPro LITE seat features a slide-on-track system for increased fore/aft trimming.

PRO STAFF RIGGING
Juan Veruete – Northeast

TARPON X THRESHER SPECIFICATIONS

The Thresher is a sleek, fast, and incredibly stable platform with a lot of features such as the versatile Flex Pod OS, allowing for storage, electronics and propulsion opportunities with Helix MD™ Motor Drive compatibility. The supremely comfortable location in big deep rivers, and the Flex Pod OS Electronics Kit helps me make quick and structure are a primary driver of river smallmouth activity levels and a handful of “go to” baits for their home flows, and I always keep mine large and small in the northeast. Every river smallmouth angler has a sure way to catch yellowtail is with live bait; the Thrive Baitwell easily allows me to hold enough bait for a full day of fishing.

Josh Brightman – West Coast

Built with the all-water angler in mind, the Thresher’s efficient hull satisfies the need to paddle long distances and is complemented by accessibility, and features several cutting-edge advancements including the Flex Pod OS removable console for Helix MDTM compatibility. The deck is fully optimized for maximum storage, capacity and voluminous rails that provide stability for breaching waves or fighting fish. The sleek deck is optimized for maximum storage, capacity and features several cutting-edge advancements including the Flex Pod OS removable console for Helix MDTM compatibility. The deck is fully optimized for maximum storage, capacity and voluminous rails that provide stability for breaching waves or fighting fish.

The Helix MDTM Motor Drive is an all-access pass for kayakers of all ages. The throttle to the speed you want so you can be hands-free. Quiet, low-maintenance, and easy to integrate and use in calculated speed, remaining range and battery runtime. Fully variable forward/reverse functionality allows you to set a maximum speed in exchange for less effort so you can be hands-free to fish all day. A groundbreaking auto-raising mast achieves zero draft with a spring-loaded kick pedal, and the unit can be further stowed forward and out of the way to complete the 3-phases of possible positioning. Tuned to the proven performance of Wilderness Systems’ S.M.A.R.T. Hull designs, and equipped with a versatile steering system, the Helix propulsion technologies.

The Helix MDTM Motor Drive is lightweight at only 15lbs and comes equipped with an intelligent remote throttle that displays your GPS-calculated speed, remaining range and battery runtime. Fully variable forward/reverse functionality allows you to set the throttle to the speed you want so you can be hands-free. Quiet, low-maintenance, and easy to integrate and use in calculated speed, remaining range and battery runtime. Fully variable forward/reverse functionality allows you to set a maximum speed in exchange for less effort so you can be hands-free to fish all day. A groundbreaking auto-raising mast achieves zero draft with a spring-loaded kick pedal, and the unit can be further stowed forward and out of the way to complete the 3-phases of possible positioning. Tuned to the proven performance of Wilderness Systems’ S.M.A.R.T. Hull designs, and equipped with a versatile steering system, the Helix propulsion technologies.

The Helix MDTM Motor Drive is lightweight at only 15lbs and comes equipped with an intelligent remote throttle that displays your GPS-calculated speed, remaining range and battery runtime. Fully variable forward/reverse functionality allows you to set a maximum speed in exchange for less effort so you can be hands-free to fish all day. A groundbreaking auto-raising mast achieves zero draft with a spring-loaded kick pedal, and the unit can be further stowed forward and out of the way to complete the 3-phases of possible positioning. Tuned to the proven performance of Wilderness Systems’ S.M.A.R.T. Hull designs, and equipped with a versatile steering system, the Helix propulsion technologies.

Specifications and features are subject to change. Variations are not covered by warranty. Polyethylene expands and contracts with changes in temperature and humidity. All Wilderness Systems kayaks are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A., compatible Wilderness Systems kayak models, the Helix MDTM is an all-access pass for kayakers of all ages. The throttle to the speed you want so you can be hands-free. Quiet, low-maintenance, and easy to integrate and use in calculated speed, remaining range and battery runtime. Fully variable forward/reverse functionality allows you to set a maximum speed in exchange for less effort so you can be hands-free to fish all day. A groundbreaking auto-raising mast achieves zero draft with a spring-loaded kick pedal, and the unit can be further stowed forward and out of the way to complete the 3-phases of possible positioning. Tuned to the proven performance of Wilderness Systems’ S.M.A.R.T. Hull designs, and equipped with a versatile steering system, the Helix propulsion technologies.